Stein of Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois. The vertical displacement of the sea floor along the rupture would have transferred more of the quake's energy into heaving up the tsunami, he says. In contrast, the rupture caused by the March quake didn't breach the sea floor, which means that it would have transferred less energy to the water column.
Further weakening any tsunami, the March quake occurred under relatively shallow water. (The deeper the water over a quake, the more water it will displace and the larger the tsunami will be.) The movements of the overlying islands, in fact, displaced no water at all-and that turned out to be a critical factor.
When hydrodynamicists Costas Synolakis of the University of Southern California in Los Angeles and Diego Arcas of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory in Seattle, Washington, simulated the March quake's tsunami with the islands removed from their model, the resulting tsunami was much larger. Significant waves reached the distant islands of the Maldives south of India in the islandless simulation. "Had the two islands not been there" off Sumatra, says Synolakis, "we would have had another damaging transoceanic tsunami, although smaller in impact than the December one." Such vagaries of tsunami generation are reinforcing the tsunami community's conviction that it won't be able to predict tsunamis reliably anytime soon from seismic observations alone; only a dense network of tsunami detectors on the ocean floor will do.
-RICHARD A. KERR
Model Shows Islands Muted Tsunami After Latest Indonesian Quake

ASIAN TSUNAMIS
With and without. Simulations driven by the March quake off Sumatra fail to generate a farranging tsunami (green) until islands overlying the quake (included at left) were removed (right).
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